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QUESTION PRESENTED
Petitioners’ notice of appeal was timely under

controlling circuit precedent, but that precedent was
later abrogated. The Ninth Circuit then reluctantly
concluded that it was required to dismiss Petitioners’
appeal due to this Court’s bitterly contested 5-4
decision in Bowles y. Russell, 551 U.S. 205, 209-15
(2007), which held that noncompliance with the time
limit in 28 U.S.C. § 2107 is a jurisdictional bar that
cannot be equitably excused by a circuit court.

But in t?ow]es, neither the parties nor this Court
considered whether a circuit court that lacks "power
to proceed with the appeal" on the merits may at
least "exercise ... its supervisory appellate power ...
[to] dispos[e] of the case as justice requires" in a way
that prospectively cures the noncompliance with
§ 2107. Walling v. James V. Reuter, Inc., 321 U.S.
671, 676 (1944). Bowles thus overlooked this Court’s
longstanding equitable practice of "vaeat[ing] ... and
remand[ing] ... [for] ent[ry] [of] a fresh decree from
which ... a timely appeal" may be "perfeet[ed]"--a
practice it uses where § 2107’s time for appealing to
the circuit court has elapsed because the appellant
reasonably took a jurisdictionally improper direct
appeal to this Court instead. See, e.g., Phillips v.
United States, 312 U.S. 246, 254 (1941). That
traditional practice has been uniformly applied by
this Court for at least 60 years, in 50 cases, by 30
Justices, including a majority of the current Court.

The question presented is whether the Courts of
Appeals, when justly disposing of an appeal that is
jurisdictionally untimely due to a judicial error, may
vacate and remand for entry of a fresh judgment
from which a timely appeal may be taken.
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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING

Petitioners in this case are Dr. Katherine R.
O’Connell and Dr. Chris Moyers, who were Plaintiffs-
Appellants below.

Respondent is Chapman University, which was
the Defendant-Appellee below.

Daniel Robert Bartley, who was Petitioners’
counsel below, was also an Appellant below in part.
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PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI

Petitioners, Dr. Katherine R. O’Connell and Dr.
Chris Moyers, respectfully submit this petition for a
writ of certiorari to review the judgment of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

OPINIONS BELOW

The Ninth Circuit’s order dismissing Petitioners’
appeal is unreported. Pet.App. la.1 The order of the
United States District Court for the Central District
of California granting Respondent’s motion for
summary judgment is also unreported. Id. 4a.

JURISDICTION

The Ninth Circuit filed its order on August 17,
2010. On November 10, 2010, Justice Kennedy
extended the time within which to file a petition for a
writ of certiorari until December 17, 2010. No.
10A472. The jurisdiction of this Court rests on 28
U.S.C. § 1254(1).

STATUTORY PROVISIONS INVOLVED

28 U.S.C. § 2106 and 28 U.S.C. § 2107, as well as
predecessor versions of those statutes, are set forth
in full in the appendix.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

1. On April 3, 2006, Petitioners filed a
complaint in federal district court that alleged claims
against Respondent under, inter a]ia, the Federal
False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729 et seq., and the
California False Claims Act, Cal. Gov. Code § 12650

1 Herein: (1) "Pet.App." refers to the appendix of this petition;

(2) "CA9 Docket" refers to the Clerk’s Docket in No. 07-56864
(9th Cir.); and (3) "E.R." refers to the Excerpts of Record filed in
No. 07-56864 (9th Cir.), see CA9 Docket # 38.
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et seq. See Pet.App. 9a-10a. The United States and
California both declined to intervene as formal
parties. As a result, Petitioners litigated the action
as qui tam relators on behalf of those governments.
Id. 5a.

On October 23, 2007, the district court filed an
order granting summary judgment to Respondent.
Id. 4a. And the next day, October 24, 2007, the court
entered judgment for Respondent. Id. 3a.

2. On December 21, 2007, which was 58 days
after the district court entered judgment, Petitioners
filed their notice of appeal. Id. Under 28 U.S.C.
§ 2107 and Fed. R. App. P. 4(a)(1), although a notice
of appeal ordinarily must be filed within 30 days of
judgment, a 60-day period applies when "the United
States ... is a party." And, under controlling Ninth
Circuit precedent at the time of the judgment here,
the 60-day period had been held applicable to all
federal qui tam cases because of the United States’
interest and involvement, even if the government
had declined to intervene as a formal party. See
United States ex tel. Haycock v. Hughes Aircraft Co.,
98 F.3d 1100, 1102 (9th Cir. 1996). Petitioners
expressly cited Haycock in their notice of appeal.
E.R. 2.z

The parties proceeded to brief the merits on a
schedule ordered by the Ninth Circuit. By May 27,

2 Petitioners’ notice of appeal also included an appeal by their
counsel related to a discovery sanctions order. Pet.App. 3a; E.R.
1. In addition, Respondent later filed a notice of appeal from a
post-judgment order that denied its motion for attorneys’ fees.
Pet.App. 2a-3a. Both of those separate appeals have been
finally resolved in the Ninth Circuit, see id. 3a; CA9 Docket #
64, and neither of them is before this Court.



2009, Petitioners and Respondent had each filed
their principal merits briefs and the case was nearly
ready to be submitted to the court for argument or
decision. See CA9 Docket # 24, 31, 42.

However, on June 8, 2009, this Court issued its
decision in United States ex tel. Eisenstein v. City of
New York, 129 S. Ct. 2230 (2009), holding that the
60-day period for appeal is unavailable in qui tam
eases where the United States is not a formal "party"
due to its non-intervention. Id. at 2233-37. In
concluding that the 30-day period applies in such
eases, this Court expressly abrogated the Ninth
Circuit’s Haycock decision, as well as identical
decisions in the Third, Fifth, and Seventh Circuits.
See id. at 2233 n.1. Although this Court was aware
that its ruling created "the possibility of harsh
consequences" for "those who relied on the holdings
of courts adopting the 60-day limit," it explained that
it would be improper to allow that backward-looking
"possibility" to bias its forward-looking conclusion
concerning the proper legal interpretation of § 2107
and Rule 4(a)(1). See id. at 2236 n.4.

Shortly thereafter, Respondent moved to dismiss
Petitioners’ appeal as untimely filed. CA9 Docket #
52. The Ninth Circuit stayed the appeal pending
resolution of a separate case in which a different
panel was already considering the implications of
Eisenstein for qui tam appeals that, in reasonable
reliance on Haycock, had been filed during the 30-to-
60-day window. Pet.App. 2a.

3. In the related case, the Ninth Circuit
ultimately concluded that, while it "sympathized
with [appellants] who complied with [its] precedent
in filing ... notice[s] of appeal," it could provide no
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relief to such litigants. See United States ex tel.
Haight v. Catholic Healtheare West, 602 F.3d 949,
957 (9th Cir. 2010), cert. denied 131 S. Ct. 366
(2010). The court explained that, under this Court’s
decision in Bowles v. Russel], 551 U.S. 205 (2007),
the untimely filed notice of appeal "deprive[d] [it] of
jurisdiction." Haight, 602 F.3d at 953. And the court
further reasoned that Bowlos "ha[d] instructed ...
that concerns of equity must give way before the
’rigorous rules’ of statutory jurisdiction," as
purportedly illustrated by the decision in Bowles to
overrule as "illegitimate" two earlier cases that had
allowed appellate courts to excuse noncompliance
with the appellate time limits in "unique
circumstances." Id. at 953, 956. The Haight panel
emphasized, however, that it was "a serious
understatement to call [its] result ’inequitable,"’
given that the appellants there--like Petitioners
here~had "reasonably relied on Ninth Circuit
precedent that gave them 60 days to file a notice of
appeal." Id. at 953.

4. Following Haight, the Ninth Circuit in this
case summarily held that "dismissal of [Petitioners’]
appeal[]"was "require[d]." Pet.App. 2a. In so
holding, the court stated that a "remand" to the
district court "would be futile." Id. 3a.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

As Justice Ginsburg and others have noted,
Bowles y. Russell, 551 U.S. 205 (2007), "moved in a
different direction" from this Court’s recent decisions
limiting the types of rules that are subject to the
stringent requirements of "jurisdictional" rules. See
Reed Elsevier, Inc. g. Muchnick, 130 S. Ct. 1237,
1250 (2010) (opinion concurring in part and
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concurring in the judgment). This case presents this
Court with an opportunity to mitigate the
indisputably inequitable results created by Bowles,
while still faithfully adhering to Bowle~ holding that
noncompliance with the time for filing a civil appeal
is a jurisdictional bar that cannot be equitably
excused. Bowles declined to redress justifiable
noncompliance with 28 U.S.C. § 2107--and overruled
the "unique circumstances" doctrine--because the
appellant there had failed to provide this Court with
a legitimate method for taking equitable
considerations into account under a rule that had
long been treated as jurisdictional. See t?ow]es, 551
U.S. at 209-10, 213-15. Yet a principled and well-
established equitable vehicle does exist in the
particular context of § 2107.

Specifically, although an appellate court that
lacks jurisdiction never has the power to retain the
case for an adjudication on the merits, it always
possesses the equitable power to dispose of the
appeal in a just manner, which includes disposing of
it in a way that prospectively cures the jurisdictional
defect. Accordingly, this Court has a longstanding
equitable tradition, in cases involving improper
direct appeals under ambiguous jurisdictional
statutes, of vacating and remanding for entry of a
fresh judgment so that a timely appeal can be taken
to the proper circuit court. See, e.g., Walling v.
James V. Reuter, Inc., 321 U.S. 671, 676-77 (1944);
Phillips v. United States, 312 U.S. 246, 254 (1941).
This equitable vacatur tradition has been
consistently and unquestioningly applied by this
Court for at least 60 years, in 50 different decisions,
by 30 different Justices--including, most recently, in
a 1995 decision joined by Justices Scalia, Kennedy,
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Thomas, Ginsburg, and Breyer. See Franklin v.
Lawrimore, 516 U.S. 801 (1995); Castro Cnty. v.
Crespin, 101 F.3d 121, 124-25 (D.C. Cir. 1996).

The equitable vaeatur practice reflects "a long
line of this Court’s decisions left undisturbed by
Congress," which is the very type of tradition that
this Court has observed is the essential basis of
Bowleg jurisdictional holding. See Union Pae. R.R.
Co. v. Bhd. of Locomotive Eng’rs & Trainmen, 130 S.
Ct. 584, 597 (2009). Consequently, just as tradition
was the reason in Bowles for treating the civil appeal
time limit as jurisdictional, so too tradition is the
reason why appellate courts possess the equitable
power to vacate and remand for a fresh judgment
when the untimeliness of the appeal was caused by a
judicial error. To retain the traditional jurisdictional
characterization of appellate time limits while
abandoning a traditional equitable remedy for
jurisdictionally untimely appeals would transform
into a full-blown conflict the "undeniable tension"
that Justice Ginsburg has identified between Bowles
and this Court’s remaining jurisdictional
jurisprudence. See Reed Elsevier, 130 S. Ct. at 1250-
51 (opinion concurring in part and concurring in the
judgment). Indeed, such a ’%ait and switch" would
indisputably be an "intolerable" way for "the judicial
system to treat people." Bowles, 551 U.S. at 215
(Souter, J., dissenting).

In recent Terms, this Court has made a
concerted effort to scrutinize lower court holdings
characterizing rules as jurisdictional, in part because
of the propensity of such rules to deny litigants their
full day in court, no matter how justifiable their
noncompliance or how inequitable the result.



Bowle# seeming elimination of the role of equity
under § 2107 was contrary to that trend, and so it is
all the more troubling that its unjust result flowed
directly from the failure of the parties to inform this
Court of the full scope of an appellate court’s powers
to dispose of a case. Accordingly, this Court should
grant certiorari to review, and then correct, the
Ninth Circuit’s erroneous conclusion that dismissal
of Petitioners’ appeal is required by Bow]es and that
remand would be futile.

I. APPELLATE COURTS POSSESS THE
EQUITABLE POWER TO DISPOSE OF A
JURISDICTIONALLY UNTIMELY APPEAL BY
VACATING AND REMANDING FOR ENTRY
OF A FRESH JUDGMENT FROM WHICH A
TIMELY APPEAL CAN BE NOTICED

.Bowle~ jurisdictional holding was based on
settled tradition. Yet this Court has an even more
settled tradition, in certain cases where it lacks
appellate jurisdiction, of prospectively curing
jurisdictionally untimely appeals by vacating and
remanding for entry of a fresh judgment that
restarts the appellate clock. And the Courts of
Appeals likewise have the power to provide such
equitable relief when they lack jurisdiction over an
untimely appeal.

A. Bow]e,q Relied On Tradition In Holding That
An Untimely Civil Appeal Is A Jurisdictional
Bar That Appellate Courts Cannot Equitably
Excuse

I. Bowles presented the question "whether [a]
Court of Appeals ha[s] jurisdiction to entertain an
appeal filed after the statutory period" established in
§ 2107, where the untimeliness was caused by the
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fact that "a District Court purported to extend a
party’s time for filing [its] appeal beyond the period
allowed by statute." 551 U.S. at 206. In particular,
the district court, when granting Bowles’ motion to
reopen the time for appealing from the denial of his
habeas petition, had given Bowles three more days
than was permitted under §2107(c), and the
question presented was whether the Sixth Circuit
had correctly decided that it therefore lacked
jurisdiction to hear the merits of Bowles’ appeal. See
id. at 207.

A five-Justice majority of this Court held that
Bowles’ "untimely notice--even though filed in
reliance upon [the] District Court’s order--deprived
the Court of Appeals of jurisdiction." Id. at 206-07.
The majority reasoned that this Court "ha[d] long
and repeatedly held that the time limits for filing a
notice of appeal are jurisdictional in nature." Id. at
206.    In order to demonstrate this Court’s
"longstanding treatment of statutory time limits for
taking an appeal as jurisdictional," the majority
provided a string-cite of seven cases--five from after
1960 and two from the nineteenth century. Id. at
209-10 & n.2. Although two other decisions from the
early 1960’s had nevertheless permitted appellate
courts to adjudicate the merits in the "unique
circumstances" where an untimely appeal was
caused by a district court’s error, the majority elected
to overrule those cases, reasoning that "this Court
has no authority to create equitable exceptions to
jurisdictional requirements."     Id. at 213-14
(overruling Harris Truck Lines, Inc. v. Cherry Meat
Packers, Inc., 371 U.S. 215 (1962) (per curiam), and
Thompson v. INS, 375 U.S. 384 (1964) (per euriam)).
Finally, responding to the concern that the result of
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its decision was "inequitable," the majority observed
that "Congress may authorize courts to promulgate
rules that excuse compliance with the statutory time
limits." Id. at 214.

Four Justices in Bow]es dissented, objecting that
it was "intolerable for the judicial system to treat
people this wayD and [that] there [was] not even a
technical justification for condoning this bait and
switch." Id. at 215 (Souter, J., dissenting). The
dissenters argued that, in a recent line of decisions,
this Court "ha[d] tried to clean up [the] language" in
its older cases, which had been ’~less than
meticulous" when characterizing rules as
"jurisdictional." See id. at 215-17. And the
dissenters explained that, as part of that
jurisprudential project, this Court had announced
that: (1) "the label ’jurisdictional"’ should be used
"only for prescriptions delineating the classes of
cases (subject-matter jurisdiction) and the persons
(personal jurisdiction) falling within a court’s
adjudicatory authority," "not for claim-processing
rules" such as the filing deadline in § 2107; and (2)
"courts should treat" "a statutory limitation" "as non-
jurisdictional in character" when--as is the case with
§ 2107--"Congress does not rank [it] as
jurisdictional." See id. at 217, 218 (quoting Kontrick
v. R)zan, 540 U.S. 443, 455 (2004), and Arbaug.b y. Y
& H Corp., 546 U.S. 500, 516 (2006)).

2. Petitioners here do not question Bowle~
holding that noncompliance with §2107 is a
jurisdictional bar that appellate courts cannot
equitably excuse. Instead, Petitioners emphasize
two critical aspects of that holding.
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First, the jurisdictional holding in Bowles heavily
relied on this Court’s traditional practice. Bowles
repeatedly invoked the historical pedigree of the rule
that it adopted. See id. at 206, 209-10. This was
most apparent in the majority’s rejoinder to the
dissent’s reliance on the reasoning of the Kontrick-
Arbaugh line: "[g]iven the choice between calling
into question some dicta in our recent opinions and
effectively overruling a century’s worth of practice,
we think the former option is the only prudent
course." Id. at 209 n.2. Likewise, in two unanimous
decisions last Term, this Court reaffirmed that the
jurisdictional holding in Bowles rests on this Court’s
"historical treatment of the type of limitation § 2107
imposes," Reed Elsevier, 130 S. Ct. at 1247-48, as
reflected in "a long line of this Court’s decisions left
undisturbed by Congress," id. at 1250-51 (Ginsburg,
J., concurring in part and concurring in the
judgment); Unio~ Pae. R.R. Co., 130 S. Ct. at 597.

Second, Bowles trained on whether the Sixth
Circuit could have retained the untimely appeal for
adjudication of the merits, not on whether the Sixth
Circuit could have disposed of that appeal in a
manner that enabled a future timely appeal. While
holding that appellate courts cannot resolve the
merits of an untimely civil appeal because they lack
the power to create equitable excuses for
noncompliance with § 2107’s jurisdictional time
limit, Bowles did not consider whether such courts at
least may equitably dispose of the putative appeal by
entering a non-merits vacatur that prospectively
cures the untimeliness. See 551 U.S. at 213-15. This
Court did not reach that question for the simple
reason that the parties failed to raise it. Yet had
they done so, this Court would have discovered its
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own well-established tradition of providing precisely
such an equitable remedy.

B. In Jurisdictionally Improper Direct Appeals,
This Court Has A Long And Unbroken
Equitable Tradition Of Vacating And
Remanding For Entry Of A Fresh Judgment
From Which A Timely Appeal Can Be Taken
To The Proper Circuit Court

1. Like all federal courts, this Court "always
has jurisdiction to determine its own jurisdiction."
United States v. Ruiz, 536 U.S. 622, 628 (2002)
(citing United States v. United Mine Workers, 330
U.S. 258, 291 (1947)). And when the exercise of that
threshold jurisdiction reveals "for any reason [that]
the Court may not properly proceed with a case
brought to it on appeal, or [that] it is without power
to proceed with the appeal," "[i]t is a familiar
practice of this Court that ... it may nevertheless, in
the exercise of its supervisory appellate power, make
such disposition of the case as justice requires."
Walling, 321 U.S. at 676. As Justice Scalia has
explained, such "matters of judicial administration
and practice" are "reasonably ancillary to the [federal
courts’] primary, dispute-deciding function." See
U.S. Baneorp Mortgage Co. v. Bonnet Mall
Partnership, 513 U.S. 18, 21-22 (1994) (citing
Walling and discussing the so-called Munsingwear
practice of equitable vaeatur when intervening
mootness bars appellate review).

One of the "familiar practices" cited by Walling
as an exemplar of this Court’s "supervisory appellate
power" to justly dispose of jurisdictionally barred
appeals is this Court’s equitable treatment of eases
where the time for filing an appeal in the circuit
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court has elapsed because the appellant has
erroneously, albeit reasonably, taken a direct appeal
to this Court instead. Specifically, "[w]hen [this
Court] is without jurisdiction to decide an appeal
which should have been prosecuted to another court"
under an ambiguous jurisdictional statute--such
that the jurisdictional time limit for appealing to the
proper circuit court has since passed--this Court
nevertheless "vacate[s] the judgment and remand[s]
the cause in order to enable the court below to enter
a new judgment from which a proper appeal may be
taken" within the renewed jurisdictional time period.
See Walling, 321 U.S. at 677.

As demonstrated below, Petitioners have
identified at least 50 different cases from this Court,
decided between 1934 and 1995, that implement this
equitable practice of vacating the judgment below,
notwithstanding the absence of appellate
jurisdiction, solely in order to restart the clock for
filing a jurisdictionally timely civil appeal. Indeed,
almost all of the 36 Justices who were members of
this Court during those 61 years have joined at least
one opinion applying the practice--including a
majority of the current Justices--and not a single
Justice has ever questioned its legitimacy.

2. The practice of vacating and remanding to
enable the filing of a jurisdictionally timely appeal
was born in Gully v. Interstate Natural Gas Co., 292
U.S. 16 (1934) (per euriam). There, the plaintiff
challenged a state tax assessment on federal
constitutional grounds. Id. at 17. Under federal law
at the time, certain federal challenges to state action
could only be considered by a three-judge district
court, and certain orders by such three-judge courts
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were directly appealable to this Court. See id. at 17-
18. In Gul]y, a three-judge district court was
convened and entered a permanent injunction
against the challenged assessment, at which point
the state defendants took a direct appeal to this
Court. Id. This Court held, however, that the
plaintiffs challenge fell outside of the federal law
that required the convocation of a three-judge court
and that authorized a direct appeal. Id. at 18.
Consequently, this Court lacked jurisdiction over the
appeal. Id.

But this Court was acutely aware of the potential
inequity created by its jurisdictional holding.
Specifically, while the state officials could have
"appeal[ed] [the injunction] to the Circuit Court of
Appeals, notwithstanding the participation of three
judges," such "relief [could no longer] be afforded ...
as the time for appeal to that court ha[d] expired,"
and thus such an appeal had become jurisdictionally
barred as well. Id. at 19; seo also 28 U.S.C. § 230
(1934 ed. Supp. I). This Court determined that, "[i]n
these cireumstanees"--where simply dismissing the
improper appeal would create the inequitable result
that a district court’s judgment goes unreviewed due
merely to jurisdictional confusion--"the appropriate
action is to reverse the decree below," "without
passing upon the merits," "and to remand the cause
to the District Court for further proceedings" in
which it reissues its order, thereby restarting the
time period within which an appeal can be taken to
the circuit eourt. Gully, 292 U.S. at 19.

A month later, this Court reaffirmed and
clarified this equitable vacatur practice in OMahoma
Gas & Electric Co. v. Oklahoma Packing Co., 292
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U.S. 386 (1934). As in Gully, this Court first
concluded that "[t]he three-judge procedure" had not
been required below. Id. at 390-92. It emphasized
that "[t]he issue [was] not one of the federal
jurisdiction of the district court, ... but whether a
final hearing by three judges was prescribed ... and
hence whether this Court has jurisdiction to hear the
appeal." Id. at 391. Having decided it was "without
jurisdiction to hear the merits of the appeal," this
Court explained that its threshold "exercise of its
appellate jurisdiction" to determine jurisdiction
included the "authority to ... frame [its] order in a
way that will save to the appellants their proper
remedies." Id. at 392. Appellants, "[b]y mistakenly
appealing directly to this Court, ... ha[d] lost their
opportunity to have the decree below reviewed on its
merits, as the time for appeal to the Circuit Court of
Appeals ha[d] expired." Id. Though this Court might
have allowed that result "had the correct procedure
... been more definitively settled at the time the
appeal ... was attempted," it held that, "in the[se]
circumstances," "it is appropriate that the decree
below should be vacated and the cause remanded to
the district court for further proceedings." Id.

The equitable vacatur practice was soon so well
settled that even Justice Frankfurter--a notorious
stickler about the limits on the jurisdiction of federal
courts3--unhesitatingly applied it when, once again,
the unnecessary convocation of a three-judge court

3 See, e.g., Textile Workers Union v. Lincoln Mills of Ala., 353
U.S. 448, 460 (1957) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting); Nat7 Mut.
Ins. Co. v. Tidewater Transfer Co., 337 U.S. 582, 646 (1949)
(Frankfurter, J., dissenting); Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433,
460 (1939) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting).
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below was held to be "a fatal bar to ... entertaining
[an] appeal." See Phil]ips, 312 U.S. at 248, 253. As
Justice Frankfurter canonically explained:

Had a timely appeal been taken to the
circuit court of appeals[,] the decree below
could have been reviewed there, though
rendered by three judges .... While this Court
cannot hear the merits, it will, where the
question of jurisdiction was not obviously
settled by prior decisions, [enter] an order
framed to save appellants their proper
remedies .... We therefore vacate the decree
and remand the cause to the court which
heard the case so that it may enter a fresh
decree from which appellants may, if they
wish, perfect a timely appeal to the circuit
court of appeals.

Id. at 254.

3. As described above, this Court’s practice of
equitable vacatur to enable a timely circuit court
appeal initially arose in cases where the non-obvious
defect in this Court’s appellate jurisdiction was that
a three-judge court had not been required below.4

~ See also Butler v. Dexter, 425 U.S. 262, 267 (1976) (per
curiam); Dicksoz y. Ford, 419 U.S. 1085 (1974); Gonzalez v.
Automatic Emps. Credit Union, 419 U.S. 90, 99-101 (1974); Bd.
of Regents of Univ. of Texas Sys. v. New Left Edue. Project, 404
U.S. 541,545 (1972); Moody v. Flowers, 387 U.S. 97, 104 (1967);
Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n v. Pa. R.R. Co., 382 U.S. 281, 282 (1965)
(per eu~am); Roriek v. Bd. of Commr’s of Everglades Drainage
Dist., 307 U.S. 208, 212-13 (1939); W~71iam Jameson & Co. v.
Morgenthau, 307 U.S. 171, 173-74 (1939) (per euriam); Int’l
Ladies" Garment Workers Union v. Donnelly Garment Co., 304
U.S. 243, 251-52 (1938) (per euriam); Wall v. MeNee, 296 U.S.
547, 548 (1935) (per euriam).
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But the practice was and is by no means limited to
that context. To the contrary, it has been equally
applied in a variety of situations where the unsettled
defect in this Court’s appellate jurisdiction that had
the effect of preventing a timely circuit court appeal
was not tied to any mistake in the district court.

For example, this Court has employed the
equitable vacatur practice to facilitate a timely
circuit court appeal where its own appellate
jurisdiction was lacking because: (1) a three-judge
court was properly convened but the specific order at
issue was not directly appealable to this Court;5 (2) a
district court declined to enter its order as a three-
judge court;6 (3) the decision of a single-judge district
court narrowly interpreted a federal law in light of
constitutional concerns and thus fell outside a
provision conferring direct appellate jurisdiction in
this Court for decisions actually holding federal
statutes to be unconstitutional;7 or (4) Congress had
impliedly repealed a provision conferring direct
appellate jurisdiction in this Court for certain cases
from the District of Columbia.s There are also a

5 See Castro Cnty. v. Crespin, 101 F.3d 121, 124-25 (D.C. Cir.

1996) (discussing Franklin v. Lawrimore, 516 U.S. 801 (1995),
and C]inton v. Jeffers, 503 U.S. 930 (1992)); see also MTM, Inc.
g. Bax]ey, 420 U.S. 799, 802-04 (1975) (per curiam); Mitche]] v.
Do~ovan, 398 U.S. 427, 429-32 (1970) (per euriam); Rocke£e]]er
v. Catholic Med. Ctr. of Brooklyn & Queens, Inc., 397 U.S. 820
(1970) (per euriam).

~ See Perez v. Ledesma, 401 U.S. 82, 86-88 (1971); Mengelkoeh
v. Indus. Welfare Comm’n, 393 U.S. 83 (1968) (per curiam);
Wilson v. City o£Port Lavaea, 391 U.S. 352 (1968) (per euriam).

7 See United States v. Christian Echoes Nat’l Ministry, 404 U.S.

561, 563-66 (1972) (per curiam).

s See UnitedStates v. Belt, 319 U.S. 521 (1943).
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number of equitable vacatur cases where this Court’s
summary disposition does not itself explain the basis
for the lack of appellate jurisdiction.9

This Court’s equitable vacatur practice has not
been employed as frequently in recent years as it was
in the past, because, during the 1970’s and 1980’s,
Congress repealed most of the statutes conferring
direct appellate jurisdiction in this Court, thus
eliminating much of the uncertainty about when
appellate jurisdiction exists here. See Eugene
Gressman et al., Supreme Court Practice § 2.7 (9th
ed. 2007). But the equitable vacatur practice has not
itself fallen into desuetude. For example, in 1995,
the practice was applied by a unanimous Court that

9 See Ayers v. Winter, 467 U.S. 1211 (1984); Burlington

Northern, Inc. v. Sterling Colorado Beef Co., 429 U.S. 1084
(1977); Stivers v. Minnesota, 429 U.S. 1084 (1977); Winters v.
Lavine, 429 U.S. 1012 (1976); Gustafson v. Hoffman, 429 U.S.
806 (1976); Shouse v. Pierce Cnty., 425 U.S. 929 (1976); Nat’l
Socialist Win’re People’~ Party v. Walsh, 425 U.S. 929 (1976);
Rogers v. Inmates" Couneilmatie Voice, 422 U.S. 1031 (1975);
Demoeratie Exee. Comm. of Columbiana Cnty. v. Brown, 422
U.S. 1002 (1975); Smart v. Texas Power & Light Co., 421 U.S.
958 (1975); Custom Reeorab’ng Co. v. Blanton, 421 U.S. 943
(1975); BT Inv. Managers Inc. v. Dickinson, 421 U.S. 901, 902
(1975); Mendez v. Heller, 420 U.S. 916 (1975); Fitzgerald v.
Digrazia, 419 U.S. 1065 (1974); Driskell v. Edwards, 419 U.S.
812 (1974); Daniel v. Waters, 417 U.S. 963 (1974); Webster v.
Perry, 417 U.S. 963 (1974); Edelman v. Townsend, 412 U.S. 914,
915 (1973); Smith v. Garza, 401 U.S. 1006 (1971); Bd. of Pub.
Instruction v. Banks, 401 U.S. 988 (1971); Hutcherson v. Lehtin,
400 U.S. 923 (1970); Car]ough v. Richardson, 399 U.S. 920
(1970); Sutural] v. KJdd, 394 U.S. 215 (1969) (per euriam); Dahl
v. Republican State Comm., 393 U.S. 408 (1969) (per euriam);
Stamler v. Willis, 393 U.S. 407 (1969) (per euriam); Skolniek v.
Bd. of Comm’rs, 389 U.S. 26 (1967) (per curiam); Canton
Poultry, Inc. v. Conner, 388 U.S. 458 (1967) (per euriam).
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included a majority of the current Justices--namely,
Justices Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, Ginsburg, and
Breyer. This Court did so to enable a timely circuit
court appeal of an attorneys’ fee issue, where the
appellants had erroneously invoked a broadly
worded direct appeal provision in a federal voting
rights law, thereby causing the time for appealing
the fee issue to the Fourth Circuit to elapse. See
Franklin, 516 U.S. at 801; Crespin, 101 F.3d at 124-
25. Indeed, this Court provided the equitable
vacatur relief sua sponte, because the appellants in
Franklin did not even respond to the appellees’
motion to dismiss.

4. Congress, moreover, has ratified the
legitimacy of the equitable vacatur practice. This
Court’s rule is that "Congress ratifie[s]" a "well-
established judicial interpretation" when it "leave[s]
[it] intact" while "comprehensively revis[ing]" a
relevant statutory scheme. See, e.g., Herman &
MacLean y. Huddle~ton, 459 U.S. 375, 384-86 (1983).
And that is precisely what happened with respect to
the equitable vacatur practice.

As noted, the vacatur practice is an exercise of
this Court’s "supervisory appellate power" to
"dispos[e] of [a] case as justice requires" even when
"it is without power to proceed with the appeal" on
the merits. Walling, 321 U.S. at 676. At the time
Gull~v adopted the practice in 1934, the
Congressional statute governing this Court’s
supervisory power read as follows:

The Supreme Court may affirm, modify,
or reverse any judgment, decree, or order of a
district court lawfully brought before it for
review, or may direct such judgment, decree,
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or order to be rendered, or such further
proceedings to be had by the inferior court, as
the justice of the case may require ....

28 U.S.C. § 876 (1934 ed. Supp. I); see also Rev. Stat.
§ 701 (1875 ed.). Between 1934 and 1948, this Court
applied the equitable vacatur practice at least 8
times. ~qee supra at 12-15, 15 n.4, 16 n.8.

Then, in 1948, Congress comprehensively revised
Title 28 of the U.S. Code. See Pub. L. No. 80-773, ch.
646, 62 Stat. 869. In doing so, Congress made two
material changes--italicized below--to the provision
that governed (and still governs) this Court’s
"supervisory appellate power":

The Supreme Court or any other court o£
appellate jurisdiction may affirm, modify,
vacate, set aside or reverse any judgment,
decree, or order of a court lawfully brought
before it for review, and may remand the
cause and direct the entry of such
appropriate judgment, decree, or order, or
require such further proceedings to be had as
may be just under the circumstances.

28 U.S.C. § 2106 (emphases added).

If Congress had merely "le[ft] ... intact" the
equitable vaeatur practice that this Court had
already established, that itself would have been
sufficient to establish statutory ratification of the
remedy. Huddleston, 459 U.S. at 386. But Congress
went further still, for the two material changes that
it did make affirmatively support the legitimacy of
the remedy and its applicability here: first, Congress
confirmed the power to "vacate" or "set aside" the
judgment under review; and second, Congress
confirmed that circuit courts, no less than this Court,
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possess supervisory appellate power over cases
before them.

Accordingly, while Bow]es properly noted that
"Congress may authorize courts to promulgate rules
that excuse compliance" with § 2107 if displeased
with the result there, see 551 U.S. at 214, this Court
was not informed that Congress has already
authorized equitable vacaturs that prospectively cure
noncompliance with § 210 7, by "le [aving]
undisturbed" the "long line of this Court’s decisions"
employing the vacatur practice, Reed Elsevier, 130 S.
Ct. at 1251 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in part and
concurring in the judgment).

5. To be sure, this Court’s longstanding practice
of "vacat[ing] the district court judgment and
remand[ing] the case for the entry of a fresh decree
from which [a timely] appeal may be taken" is not
"statutorily or otherwise compelled." Norton v.
Mat]~ews, 427 U.S. 524, 531 (1976). It is purely an
equitable exercise, in "cases where the jurisdictional
issue was previously unsettled," id., of this Court’s
"supervisory appellate power," WalIing, 321 U.S. at
676. But it is striking how freely this Court has
dispensed such equity when reasonable mistakes
would otherwise have led to the result that an
appellant was jurisdictionally foreclosed from filing a
timely appeal in a circuit court.

First, Petitioners have identified at least 50
different cases over 60 years in which this Court has
protected appellants from the consequence of their
reasonable jurisdictional errors. See supra at 12-17
& nn.4-9. Indeed, during that period, 36 different
Justices have been members of this Court, 30 of
them have joined at least one opinion employing the
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equitable vacatur practice--including a majority of
the current Justices--and no Justice has ever
questioned the practice, let alone has this Court ever
held that it should not be used.

Second, this Court has set a relatively low bar for
entitlement to such equitable relief. It has granted
vacatur so long as "the question of jurisdiction was
not obviously settled by prior decisions." Phil]ips,
312 U.S. at 254. Thus, while mistaken appellants
have received relief when they reasonably relied on
settled precedent that was subsequently abrogated,
see, e.g., Gonzalez v. Automatic Emps. Credit Union,
419 U.S. 90, 95, 99-101 (1974); Pa. Pub. Util.
Comm’n v. Pa. R.R. Co., 382 U.S. 281, 282 (1965) (per
euriam), they also have received relief simply
because the jurisdictional question had been open,
see, e.g., Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Texas Sys. v. New
Left Edue. Project, 404 U.S. 541, 543-45 (1972); Okla.
Gas & Elee. Co., 292 U.S. at 390-92.

Finally, this Court has provided equitable
vaeatur relief even if the mistaken appellant failed to
ask for such relief. Based on the available briefing
from the 50 eases cited herein, Petitioners are aware
of only 5 eases where the putative appellant
affirmatively requested vaeatur if this Court was
barred from reaching a decision on the merits. 10

lo See Appellants’ Supplement to Jurisdictional Statement at 2,

Clinton v. Jeffers, 503 U.S. 930 (1992) (No. 91-1210);
Jurisdictional Statement at 9-10, Gusta£son y. Ho££man, 429
U.S. 806 (1976) (No. 75-1672); Brief in Opposition to the Motion
to Dismiss at 7, United States y. Belt, 319 U.S. 521 (1943) (No.
919); Brief of Appellants at 25, Phil]ips v. United States, 312
U.S. 246 (1941) (No. 201); Brief for Appellant at 26, WHliam
Jameson & Co. v. Morgenthau, 307 U.S. 171 (1939) (No. 717).
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Indeed, in at least two cases where the appellant did
not raise the vacatur remedy until after this Court
had issued an opinion simply dismissing the appeal,
this Court took the extraordinary step of
withdrawing the opinion and replacing it with one
that granted the vacatur remedy. See Huteherson v.
Lehtin, 400 U.S. 923 (1970); Stamler v. Willis, 393
U.S. 407 (1969) (per euriam).

C. The Courts Of Appeals Should Be Allowed To
Invoke The Equitable Tradition Of Vacating
And Remanding For Entry Of A Fresh
Judgment When A Jurisdictionally Untimely
Appeal Is Caused By A Judicial Error

This Court’s vacatur practice in its direct appeal
jurisprudence proves that a court lacking appellate
jurisdiction is not powerless to provide an equitable
remedy that prospectively cures reasonable
noncompliance with a jurisdictional time limit for
taking an appeal. And it follows a £ortiori that the
Courts of Appeals should be able to apply the same
practice when reasonable reliance on judicial error
causes an appellant’s noncompliance with the
jurisdictional time limit in § 2107.

First, there is no material distinction between
the appellants in this Court’s equitable vacatur cases
and appellants like Petitioners and Bowles. In both
situations, a putative appellant has missed the
jurisdictional time limit for taking an appeal to the
circuit court that has proper appellate jurisdiction.
In both situations, the cause of that untimeliness is
that the judiciary has failed to provide unambiguous
and correct guidance on the relevant jurisdictional
rules. And in both situations, a court that lacks
appellate jurisdiction to resolve the case on the
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merits still retains supervisory appellate power to
dispose of the case justly, including by vacating and
remanding for entry of a fresh judgment that will
restart the time for taking an appeal.

Second, the Courts of Appeals arguably have
greater justification for awarding such relief than
does this Court in its direct appeal jurisprudence.
After all, the Ninth Circuit here is at least the
federal appellate court that has statutory appellate
jurisdiction over a case of this type, see 28 U.S.C.
§ 1291, even if it cannot exercise that jurisdiction
due to Petitioners’ noncompliance with the time limit
in § 2107. By contrast, in this Court’s equitable
vacatur cases, this Court is not even the correct
appellate court to review the district court’s
judgment, see 28 U.S.C. §§ 1253, 1254, yet it still
provides relief. To put the matter differently, if this
Court’s complete lack of appellate jurisdiction does
not prevent it from providing equitable vacatur relief
that facilitates a timely appeal in the Ninth Circuit,
then surely the Ninth Circuit’s limited lack of
appellate jurisdiction here does not prevent it from
providing the same relief. Indeed, it would be absurd
if Petitioners would have been better off missing
§ 2107’s time limit by mistakenly filing a direct
appeal in this Court, rather than by reasonably
relying on Ninth Circuit precedent construing § 2107
that this Court subsequently abrogated.

Third, untimely appellants who have reasonably
relied on judicial error have a far greater equitable
claim to vacatur relief than many of the mistaken
appellants in this Court’s vacatur cases. Unlike
Petitioners, who relied on controlling precedent that
was later overruled, see supra at 2-4, or Bowles, who
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relied on an order of a federal judge that was in
error, see supra at 7-8, the mistaken appellants in
this Court’s vacatur cases often simply made the
wrong choice when confronted with an unresolved
jurisdictional question, see supra at 21. Indeed,
prudent appellants in those circumstances could
have filed a protective appeal in the circuit court,
see, e.g., Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 382 U.S. at 282,
whereas appellants like Petitioners and Bowles had
no reason to doubt the timeliness of their appeals,
which complied with binding judicial decrees.

Finally, this Court’s equitable vaeatur practice
for prospectively curing jurisdictionally defective
appeals is a more established tradition than was the
tradition cited in Bowles of treating statutory time
limits for appealing as jurisdictional in the first
place. Bowles cited a mere seven eases from this
Court to establish the practice of treating the civil
appeal time limit as jurisdictional. See 551 U.S. at
209-10. Some have questioned whether all seven
eases fully supported that conclusion. See Scott
Dodson, The Failure o£Bowles v. Russell, 43 Tulsa L.
Rev. 631, 635-38 (2008). Regardless, however, those
seven eases pale in comparison to the 50 different
eases cited above in which 30 different Justices of
this Court have repeatedly demonstrated that courts
lacking appellate jurisdiction still possess the power
to award equitable non-merits relief that
prospectively cures a jurisdictionally untimely
appeal. Given that this Court relied so heavily on
tradition in Bowles when treating statutory time
limits for appeals as jurisdictional, it should now
readily reaffirm and embrace the much more
established appellate tradition of providing equitable
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vacatur    relief    that    prospectively    cures
jurisdictionally untimely appeals.11

II. THIS IMPORTANT ISSUE OF FEDERAL
JURISDICTIONAL PRACTICE WARRANTS
THIS COURT’S IMMEDIATE RESOLUTION

This Court has often granted certiorari in order
to "exercise ... [its] supervisory powers," Ng~yen v.
United States, 539 U.S. 69, 73-74 (2003), "in cases
involving [issues oil federal jurisdiction, practice,
and procedure" that are of sufficient "importance,"
Gressman, supra, § 4.15 at 273. For at least two
reasons, this case warrants such treatment.

First, in recent years, this Court has increasingly
recognized the importance of reviewing jurisdictional
holdings, even in the absence of a circuit split, when
those holdings would deprive litigants of their right
to invoke equity or to waive defenses. BowIes itself
was precisely such a case. See 551 U.S. at 207-08.
And so is Henderson v. Shinseki, 130 S. Ct. 3502
(2010), in which this Court is currently reviewing the
Federal Circuit’s extension of Bowles to untimely
appeals in Veterans Court, belated filings which
often present compelling equitable justifications from
disabled soldiers.

Reed Elsevier perhaps best exemplifies the vigor
with which this Court has reviewed potential over-
reliance by lower courts on a "jurisdictional"
characterization. There, the Second Circuit had
refused to allow a settlement of a copyright class-

11 Notably, it does not appear that any of the seven

"jurisdictional" cases cited in Bowies involved circumstances
that would have called for an exercise of this Court’s equitable
vacatur practice. See Dodson, supra, at 635-38.
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action, reasoning that some of the settled claims
involved unregistered copyrights despite "widespread
agreement among the circuits" that the registration
requirement was a "jurisdictional" bar to copyright
claims. See 130 S. Ct. at 1242-43. Perhaps because
of that "widespread agreement," the petitioners in
seeking certiorari did not even dispute that the
registration requirement was jurisdictional, instead
arguing merely that federal courts can enter
comprehensive settlements even if some of the
settled claims would have been jurisdictionally
barred had they been litigated on the merits. See
Petition for a Writ of Certiorari at i, 11-31, Reed
Elsevier, Inc. v. Muchnick, 130 S. Ct. 1237 (2010)
(No. 08-103). Despite the failure of the petitioners to
raise the issue, however, this Court sua sponte
"formulated the question presented to ask whether
[the registration requirement] restricts the subject-
matter jurisdiction of the federal courts over
copyright infringement actions," and it then
proceeded to overrule the "widespread agreement
among the circuits" that the requirement was
jurisdictional. See 130 S. Ct. at 1243-47. Notably,
this Court also took that self-created opportunity to
distinguish and cabin Bowles based on this Court’s
traditional treatment of § 2107. See id. at 1247-48;
see also id. at 1250-51 (Ginsburg, J., concurring in
part and concurring in the judgment).

Here, as in Bowles, Henderson, and Reed
Elsevier, the need for "an exercise of this Court’s
supervisory powers" is critical. Nguyen, 539 U.S. at
74. This Court should reaffirm an important
principle of federal jurisdictional practice that its
decision in Bowles has unfortunately obscured: the
lack of "power to proceed with [an] appeal" does not
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strip a court of its "supervisory appellate power" to
"dispos[e] of the case as justice requires." WMli~g,
321 U.S. at 676.

Second, the omission in the parties’ briefing in
.BowIes caused this Court to effect a significant
alteration in the legal landscape based, unwittingly,
on a ’"less than accurate’ historical analysis" that
"contradicted an ’unbroken line of decisions,"’ which
is the type of oversight that justifies reviewing the
scope of recent precedent. See United States v.
Dixon, 509 U.S. 688, 711-12 (1993) (quoting So]orio
v. United States, 483 U.S. 435, 439, 442 (1987)); see
also Ebethart v. United States, 546 U.S. 12, 13-15,
19-20 (2005) (per euriam) (granting certiorari when
the Seventh Circuit’s erroneous belief that it was
required to treat a rule as "jurisdictional" was "an
error shared among the circuits ...[and] caused in
large part by imprecision in [this Court’s] prior
cases"). Prior to Bowles, equitable relief from § 2107
was available under the "unique circumstances"
doctrine. See Bowles, 551 U.S. at 213-14. To be
sure, that doctrine was technically an "illegitimate"
means of dispensing equity since it permitted a
merits adjudication while purporting to excuse
noncompliance with a jurisdictional rule. See id. at
214. That defect in form, however, could have been
fLxed in Bow]es if only this Court had been made
aware of its legitimate and longstanding tradition of
using vacatur as a non-merits disposition that
prospectively cures a jurisdictionally untimely
appeal.    But because this Court instead was
presented with the false dichotomy between
dismissing the untimely appeal or allowing its
adjudication on the merits, it felt constrained to
affirm the Sixth Circuit’s "inequitable" dismissal of
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Bowles’ appeal. See id. at 214-15. That unfortunate
perception in turn led the Ninth Circuit here wrongly
to believe that "dismissal of [Petitioners’] appeal[]"
was "require[d]" and that "remand would be futile."
Pet.App. 2a-3a.    This Court should seize the
opportunity to fix the misperception created as a
result of the inadequate briefing in Bow]es.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the petition for a writ

of certiorari should be granted.
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